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Well represented at the level
of the studies dealing with the entire
border system of transylvania and Banat
or focusing only on certain segments of
this system, the research conducted on
the military border has highlighted both
its general aspects, of a military nature,
and its effects on the daily lives of those
incorporated within this system.1 In this
context, the historiographical investi-
gations into the former second Border
regiment of nãsãud fully illustrate the
trends mentioned above. In what fol-
lows, we shall take a closer look at the
perspectives adopted by two romanian
and two Germans authors, who exam-
ined various aspects of the nãsãud mil-
itary border.

the first of these authors, Florian
porcius (who was born in rodna on 16
August 1816 and died in rodna on 30
May 1906), was known primarily for
his scientific work in the field of botany,2

but his presence was just as important
in the life of the nãsãud border guard
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community, especially in the immediate aftermath of the abolition of this system,
when he worked in the administration and was committed to the movement
for the recovery of the properties of the former border guards. Florian porcius’s
lengthy administrative experience made him extremely familiar with the insti-
tutional system of the monarchy. In this respect, he acquired thorough knowl-
edge pertaining to the legal system and the legislation, which he applied in all the
positions he held. during the period in which nãsãud district operated as a
distinct entity (1861–1876), he used the knowledge and experience he had accu-
mulated to serve the interests of the former border guards.3 More specifically,
he was involved in the drafting of memoranda and petitions which advocated the
just cause of the former soldiers and demanded a return of their properties.

One of porcius’s major achievements was a petition addressed to the monarch
in 1865. the document included a synthetic overview of the past of this area, as
well as considerations pertaining to property law and, based on a solid argumen-
tation, invoking elements of a juridical nature, presented the rights to which the
former border guards were entitled.4 the document listed primarily the services
rendered to the monarch while the border regiment was operational, in return
for which the border guards had been rewarded with properties and a special sta-
tus. In what concerned the present situation to which they referred, the documents
recorded the arbitrariness manifest in both the deeds issued by the regulatory com-
mission and in the conduct of the authorities in Cluj and Vienna. All these deci-
sion-makers worked in the interest of the erarium and of the noble Kemény fam-
ily. the documents also took issue with the practice these bodies had adopted in
addressing matters of ownership from a political and administrative vantage point,
without following the logical and natural recourse to the courts of justice.

In 1868, in collaboration with another representative of the former border
guards, Vasile Buzdug, porcius drew up a new document, this time presenting
it to the Hungarian diet. While reiterating arguments from the previous peti-
tions, the document insisted mainly on the matter of settling ownership disputes
in court, in keeping with the new guidelines from the capital, which advocated
the need for legal solutions to such cases.5

Under the agreement of 12 March 1872, concluded between the royal
Hungarian Ministry of Finance and the representatives of the 44 former bor-
der guard communes in nãsãud district, “for the definitive regulation of the rela-
tions of ownership and property rights,” the issue of ownership over mead-
ows, forests, pastures and mountains was also settled, in the sense that they
were “forever and irrevocably ceded to the former border guard communes.”6

A second aspect of Florian porcius’s activity consisted of his involvement in
the administration of nãsãud district. As a vice-captain between the years 1867
and 1876, he drafted statutes governing road maintenance, the organization and
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functioning of the administrative institution, its residence, the town of nãsãud,
forest conservation, etc.7

equally important was the statistical questionnaire porcius developed on 10
March 1870. Addressed to the judges of the 6 circles of nãsãud district, the ques-
tionnaire started from the need to compile a statistical survey of the area. Moving
beyond the scope of this survey, however, porcius broadened the range of the
elicited information, also requesting data concerning the “history of each and
every community,” the traditions of these communities, the officers from the time
of the regiment and the number of those who were still alive, the names of
those decorated for feats of arms, the past and present condition of the roads, the
prominent figures in the fields of politics, culture, education, and religion,
information about the church, the officiating priests, the more special events such
as epidemics, famine, unfruitful years, the major events occurred during the years
1848–1849, the number and condition of bridges and culverts, the number of
flour mills, the name, location and size of the mountains owned by various
communes, the names of the rivers, brooks or more important streams and whether
rafting could be practiced on them, the settlements where weekly or country fairs
were held, the number of large and small cattle sold in a year and the proceeds
thereof, the manner of toiling the land, the drawing of boundaries and the autumn
and spring sowing. All this attested to a genuinely scientific manner of investi-
gating the past in order to find information about the people, the localities,
the institutions, the natural and economic status of these localities, the manner
of working the land, the livestock and the food production capacity, or the
marketing of products in fairs.8 porcius’s undertaking amounted to both a ver-
tical scan, a foray into the past, and a horizontal investigation, aiming to acquire
information about the current assets of those localities.

A third aspect of Florian porcius’s personality represents a corollary of the for-
mer two. As an enthusiast of the past, porcius valorized much of the data he
had obtained by becoming involved in the property restitution process concerning
the former nãsãud regiment. As a member of the administration, he systematized
them in a study on the history of the area. Concurrently or not with other con-
cerns in the field,9 porcius structured his historical investigation into three
parts: before the militarization, during the militarization, and after the cessa-
tion of militarization. the feats of arms and the sacrifices made by this community
during the military campaigns are recorded under the formula “the border guards
on the battlefields of europe”; porcius gave special attention to the events he had
experienced during the tempestuous years 1848–1849. the higher the value of
the material, the more likely it is for certain important documents to be repro-
duced entirely in the notes, the author thus preventing them from fading into
oblivion or making them more accessible for those interested. With this histo-
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riographical achievement, porcius left us a source of prime importance for the
investigation of the past of the region of the former nãsãud border regiment.10

the quality of the material is defined by the author’s attitude in everything he
accomplished: rigor, accuracy, correctness and loyalty to the offices he held. 

the second romanian historian, nestor Şimon (who was born at ragla in
the present-day Bistriþa-nãsãud county on 6 January 1862 and died in nãsãud
on 19 January 1915) was a typical product of the experience of being educated
and living in a cultural space defined by the inter-relations between the Hungarians,
the Germans and the romanians. When he became a student at Francis Joseph
University in Cluj, he received financial support from the nãsãud Border Guard
Fund, between 1883 and 1887; it was also in Cluj that he obtained a ph.d. in
law in 1897.11 during the period of his studies in Cluj, he was actively involved
in organizing the societies of young romanian intellectuals. On 1 August 1889
he became the secretary of the institution that managed the financial and cultural
assets of the former military border region, the nãsãud Border Guard Fund
Administration. He served this institution with devotion and total dedication
until 1914, when he retired due to illness.

during his university studies in Cluj, he stayed in contact and became friends
with personalities that influenced the course of his research into the past (ladislaus
Vajda, gubernatorial secretary and a remarkable figure amongst the Cluj intellec-
tuals from the latter half of the 19th century, and then störch von Arben, the for-
mer colonel of the second Border regiment of nãsãud). Şimon had a special
relationship with professor Károly szabó, the custodian of the transylvanian Museum
(erdélyi Múzeum) library, who mediated his access to sources of primary impor-
tance for his understanding of the past and made available to him his own works
on the history of transylvania. It was also here that he perused works written by
foremost authors of the previous centuries or by contemporaries, documenting
himself thoroughly as regards the trends manifest in the Cluj academic world.

In nãsãud, he could further his investigation of documents relating to the
past, also due to the fact that he was the one who put order into the archive,
answering primarily some practical needs of the institution he worked for. In
order to meet the requirements of the position he occupied (secretary of the
nãsãud Border Guard Fund, he was forced to permanently document himself,
read and stay updated on legislative regulations. equally, this impelled him to
permanently scour the past in order to find arguments for the rights he was to
support. Hence, his propensity for researching documents, which in time became
second nature for him. during his professional training and education, he cre-
ated a solid basis of study in the form of a valuable personal library,12 demand-
ing great effort and many sacrifices insofar as the material needs of his daily
life were concerned.
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As regards his personality, nestor Şimon represented the opposite of Florian
porcius. While porcius was a model intellectual, engaged in the practical process
of regaining a status earned during the time of the military border, Şimon appears
as a typical product of this space, with a thorough education and professional
training, a servant of the institution that succeeded—in material and spiritual
terms—the military regime. In this context, since his university studies, Şimon
demonstrated his interest in studying the past of the former militarized area of
nãsãud. this is attested by the plea he published in the press of the time, in which
he addressed “a word” to the followers of the two romanian border guard
regiments, the first with the headquarters in Orlat and the second based in nãsãud,
and made a call for joint efforts towards acquiring an understanding of the
past. evoking the thousands of human sacrifices made by the romanians from
the two regiments during various military campaigns, Şimon showed their impor-
tant role in the protection of transylvania from the turkish invasion and con-
cluded by highlighting the great valor of the ancestors’ feats of arms.13

He managed to publish only a small part of his vast project.14 However,
what he published amounts to a work of reference insofar as the themes he
approached are concerned, particularly when it comes to his studies on the
personality of Vasile naşcu, lieutenant George pop, to his toponymical analy-
ses or his examinations of certain aspects pertaining to the events of 1848–1849.15

His correspondence was published posthumously, as was his dictionary of Bistriþa-
nãsãud county,16 the feats of arms of the nãsãud regiment in the revolution
of 1848–1849, and several studies that were part of his project of writing a
history of the nãsãud military border.

examining both what he published himself and what was published posthu-
mously, we may reach some conclusions that define the historiographical model
assumed and practiced by nestor Şimon. Above all, we should mention the deci-
sive influence exerted on his intellectual development by various works in the
field of law and, in particular, by the work of ladislaus Vajda,17 who launched
a new perspective on the writing of history. It had to be based on a true reality,
rendered as such, without interpretations, in the order in which events had taken
place; moreover, only those facts that served the stated aim were to be extract-
ed, so as to avoid wasting time on documentation. Historical sources were to assist
in the acquisition of knowledge referring to daily life, presenting not only the
stories, but also their reasons and consequences. Another person who influ-
enced him in writing his work was Florian porcius. the latter’s practical experi-
ence in the administration, his involvement in the struggle of the former guards
for regaining ownership rights after the dissolution of the regiment, his initiatives
for the preservation of historical sources and his valorization of historical docu-
ments—all these were reflected in the historical studies written by Şimon.
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nestor Şimon also benefited from the favorable climate of the Cluj intelli-
gentsia, through his contacts among the various Hungarian and German rep-
resentatives thereof and through his access to the historical writings of authors
from romania. A special feature of the bibliography used by nestor Şimon
was precisely his recourse to romanian authors, at a time when, according to his
own confession, it was risky to even mention their names or utilize the content
of their works in the language in which they had been written—the romanian
language. to all these were added his legal training, his knowledge of the main
periodicals on historical subjects and the huge amount of information con-
tained in the documents he handled in his official capacity with the Border Guard
Fund.18 He also used working tools related to latin terms (Antonius Bartal,
Johannes Baumgarten), German terms (Joseph trausch) or encyclopedic knowl-
edge (eugen von trauschenfels). Finally, in his historical survey of the revolution
of 1848–1849, he resorted to the reference works in the field written by Johann
Csetz, lászló Køváry, or the well-known volume Der Winterfeldzug des Revo -
lutionskriegs in Siebenbürgen. 

In accomplishing his project, nestor Şimon was initially motivated solely
by translating Gustav ritter Amon von treuenfest’s work and supplementing
it with further information.19 As he progressed with his documentation, he
reassessed his initial draft and critically analyzed this source. After evoking the
possibility of taking up, or, at best, bibliographically using treuenfest’s manuscript
on the regiment’s history,20 Şimon also revealed other negative aspects of his work.
One of these shortcomings referred to the fact that the author had not cited any
historical works. Based on the arguments outlined above, nestor Şimon demon-
strated his capacity for critical analysis and his impartial attitude. He recognized
the merits of treuenfest, an author who had accomplished a work that, despite
its brevity, provided a lot of information about the nãsãud border guards.21 Şimon
presented in this analysis an honest and at the same time elevated intellectual “dia-
logue” between the descendant of a “border guard” from nãsãud and an official
historian of the Imperial-royal Army from the end of the 19th century.

therefore, we may conclude that the romanian personalities evoked here occu-
pied a prominent place in the historiographical gallery of the military border.
In terms of their accomplishments, the two historians provided an attitude model
that was consistent with the realities of the periods in which they lived and wrote,
showing, at the same time, that the romanian society which had been the ben-
eficiary of the border guard system was an equal partner in the dialogue with
those who had proposed and organized it. this attitude model had been bene-
ficial for the government and the governed alike.
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I n WHAt follows, we shall present the portraits of two of the Germans who
wrote about the nãsãud military border. We should emphasize from the out-
set that both were military men. the former, Karl Klein, completed his

history of the nãsãud-based regiment in 1867, his work remaining to this day
unpublished as a self-standing study. the latter, Gustav ritter Amon von treuenfest,
published his synthesis in Vienna in 1882.

Of the evangelical confession, Karl Klein was born at Capul Codrului in
Bukovina on 25 november 1829, in a bourgeois family of some wealth; he
achieved good results and graduated from the seven-grade evangelical Gymnasium
in Bistriþa.22 thus, the young Karl Klein was at a crossroads regarding his future
in the spring of 1848, when the revolution broke out. the events from the
summer of 1848, after transylvania was annexed to Hungary and the Hungarian
authorities began conscriptions for the Hungarian revolutionary army, led to
ample social-political unrest in the province. the worsening social and national
tensions in transylvania, the increasingly divergent course followed by the
Hungarian revolution and the romanian revolution, and the romanians’ rela-
tions with the court in Vienna influenced the orientation adopted by the young
Karl Klein, who, on 9 August 1848, voluntarily enlisted as a soldier in the romanian
second Border regiment no. 17. His qualities and skills were quickly noticed
by his superiors and the young Klein was promoted to soldier first class on 10
October 1848 and to corporal on 1 April 1849, participating with Colonel
Carl Urban’s troops in all the operations carried out in transylvania and out-
side the province in 1848–184923 (these battles are described in detail by Klein,
the “historian-participant,” in his manuscript).

After the end of the revolution and his return to transylvania, between
1850 and 1851 Karl Klein attended the regimental school for Cadets of nãsãud
with good results, being promoted to lieutenant. during the Crimean War, between
13 september 1855 and 20 May 1856, lieutenant Karl Klein performed his
duties as the commander of the Commission for the Quartering of Imperial
troops in Bucharest. Klein’s military career reached a new milestone in 1859,
when, on January 1, he was promoted lieutenant major; then, over the course
of that year, he participated in the military campaign in northern Italy, where,
without effectively taking part in any battle, he distinguished himself through his
contribution to the protection of the coastline against enemy landings. In 1866
he was promoted again, to the rank of captain, first grade. In the same year, he
participated with the Imperial-royal Infantry line regiment no. 50, led by
Friedrich Wilhelm ludwig, Grand duke of Baden, in the battles fought in
Italy, standing out during the bloody battle of Custozza of 24 June 1866, and
receiving a distinction for his merit in combat by an imperial decision issued
on 18 July the same year.24 In 1870, Karl Klein completed the course for supe-
rior staff officers. Without further advancing in rank, Klein filled several com-



mand positions in the following years: company commander and, for four months,
acting battalion commander.

How did Karl Klein, however, come to focus on the history of the regiment
in which he had begun his military career and in which he had experienced numer-
ous moments of professional fulfillment? Besides German, he had an excellent
command of romanian and Hungarian, which was of great help to him in direct-
ly perceiving the political, economic and social realities present in transylvania
at that time. the outbreak of the revolution and his enlistment as a volunteer
in the nãsãud border regiment meant that his first military experiences took place
in the midst of the romanian border guards, to whom he was connected by pro-
found feelings of camaraderie, as he shared with the romanians all the downfalls
and elations of the military campaigns from the years 1848–1849. this allowed
him to witness directly the romanians’ bravery and their loyalty to the emper-
or and the House of Austria, as he saw with his own eyes what the romanians
were capable of on the battlefield, in keeping with their oath of allegiance to
the emperor.25 He must have heard the stories of his nãsãud comrades about
the romanian border guards’ heroic deeds at Arcole, against the man who had
dominated the history and collective memory of 19th-century europe, napoleon
Bonaparte.26 Klein’s work evinces in-depth knowledge of the events in which
his regiment had been involved. the accuracy of some of the data he used
could not have been possible without his consulting the operation logs and other
documents that could be found only in the Viennese or the local military archives.

As summarized by the “title” given by the author himself (The Military History
of the Transylvanian Romanian National-Imperial-Royal Border Guard Infantry
Regiment No. 17), Karl Klein’s synthesis was intended to be a military history
of the border regiment based in nãsãud, made possible by the author’s train-
ing and completed with the means that were available to him.27 In the pream-
ble to the manuscript, Klein presents the geographical framework of the bor-
der guard district, the number and condition of the regiment’s means of
communication, data on the population of the area, etc. Here, as well as through-
out his work, the author speaks with warmth, sympathy and respect about the
people in the regiment, the romanians who, in his opinion, were “descendants
of the ancient romans who, after the conquest of dacia, which had been severe-
ly depopulated in the aftermath of its wars with rome, had been brought as
free settlers in transylvania by emperor trajan, populating this country.” It is
also here that Klein insists on providing a physical and moral characterization
of the typical romanian border guard, the anonymous (sometimes personalized)
hero of the military campaigns described in the work: “He is hardened and
able to withstand all the hardships of the war; as a mountain man, he enjoys good
health; he stands out through his natural capacities and good moral character.
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the romanian border guard has distinguished himself in all the wars through
his courage, boldness, resilience, determination and bravery, beautiful qualities
that have been recognized by the great army leaders of the 19th century: emperor
napoleon I and Archduke Charles I.”28

It is not our intention to further summarize the content of Karl Klein’s
work, which renders, in chronological fashion, the history of the nãsãud bor-
der regiment from its creation until the year 1866, explaining the transformation
of the romanian second Border regiment no. 17 into line regiment 50,
with the abolition, in 1851, of the transylvanian military border by the court
in Vienna. We cannot, however, avoid highlighting some elements in Klein’s man-
uscript which are suggestive of the author’s outlook and capture a historical
reality valorized here only too often. First of all, Karl Klein uses every oppor-
tunity to emphasize not only the military qualities of the romanian border guards
from nãsãud (their diligence in learning and then mastering the skill of handling
weapons, their fortitude, their resistance to deprivation during military cam-
paigns, as well as their heroism and spirit of self-sacrifice, etc.), but also their deep
feelings of loyalty to the throne, to Austria. the remarkable consistency with
which the romanian soldiers in the imperial-royal army (not only those from
nãsãud) had demonstrated this loyalty for nearly a century and a half, until
the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy at the end of World War I, clear-
ly proved that there had been numerous examples of professionalism and loyal-
ty in the history of the romanians. the transylvanian romanians, and we
refer here primarily to the ordinary people, but also to the military elite, since
in the second half of the 19th century more and more romanians had become
non-commissioned officers and even high-ranking officers (true, not as many
as the demographic weight of the romanians within the general population of
the Austrian monarchy would have allowed), stayed true to their oath of alle-
giance to the emperor in Vienna. the episode of the sacrifice of the two romanians
(nicolae Blebea and Ioan Moca), which Klein recounted at the end of his work
in connection with the bloody battle of Custozza from 24 June 1866, is quite
exemplary in this regard. As regards the former, nicolae Blebea, the author
says that “he was heard saying he was happy to welcome a heroic death for his
emperor and for his country,” while about Ioan Moca, Klein claims that “he
received three bullets in his chest, ripped his jacket apart, showed his wounds
to his comrades and cried: ‘long live our emperor, I’m proud to have received
these wounds for him because we are victorious and I have contributed to
this.’” this behavior represented a correlative of the material but also the men-
tal changes that the military border of transylvania and the imperial army as a
whole had brought about amongst the romanian society in the province. A keen
observer of this issue, he noted the fact that the romanians “have proven—remark-
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ably—their loyalty, trust and respect of the military laws and the oath they had
taken upon their entry into the garrison.” In time, this loyalty to the emperor
in Vienna, the oath of allegiance taken by all those who were conscripted into
the army of the emperor, left deep and long-lasting traces in the romanians’ con-
duct.29

the second German historian who approached the past of the nãsãud border
regiment was Gustav ritter Amon von treuenfest. A former officer in the
imperial Habsburg army, treuenfest was born “at Mainz, in the Grand principality
of Hessen, on 29 June 1825”; he was of roman Catholic confession. He con-
tinued his father’s military career by joining the army on 13 June 1841, as a
regimental cadet in Infantry regiment 31. later on, he advanced in the mili-
tary hierarchy through successive promotions: Feldwebel/sergeant (1845);
lieutenant second grade (1848); lieutenant, first grade (1849); lieutenant major
(1849); captain, second grade (1854); captain, first grade (1855); major (1885),
after having filled—this time by appointment—the positions of vice-master (1881)
and master (1885) in the Arcieren body guards. He was discharged on 30
April 1888, after 46 years, 7 months and 18 days of active service.30

An impressive career, therefore, throughout which treuenfest proved his devo-
tion and steadfast loyalty—values that were so cherished in the imperial Habsburg
army. All these derived from the officer’s attitudinal traits, which defined his
upstanding and honest conduct. Following treuenfest’s professional path, we
may also detect his behavior on the battlefield, where he demonstrated pos-
sessing the great skills required of an officer. He was actively involved in the cam-
paign of his regiment during the events of 1848–1849. His involvement was
recorded as one that was specific to a soldier, in full compliance with the mili-
tary rules at the time of armed conflict, but also with a sense of humaneness, man-
ifested in his attitude towards the civilian population from the conflict zone. not
incidentally, his behavior in the battles fought in the pãuliş-Arad area during
the winter of 1848–1849 was quite noteworthy, those events reaching maximum
intensity at the time of the defense of Arad, until this town eventually surren-
dered. For his merits, he was awarded major military honors: the Order of the
Iron Crown, third class, in 1849, the Military Cross of Merit in 1859, as well
as many other praises in the reports drawn up by his superiors.31 Beside his
hierarchical advancement, treuenfest also evinced genuine qualities as a researcher
of the past. this side of his personality led to his writing a series of works on
the history of some of the military units in the monarchy.32 this is indeed an
impressive list of works, both quantitatively and in terms of the topics he addressed.
His writings focused on “recounting the story” of military units from the tra-
ditional braches of the imperial army, such as the infantry, the cavalry/dra-
goons/Uhlans (light cavalry) and the hunters/Jägers. His achievements in the
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field of military historiography were rewarded during his lifetime, when he
was awarded encomia/distinctions by the military decision-makers, such as the
Order of the Guard Commandment, presidium no. 21, of 22 June 1882, for
his outstanding literary activity and for his patriotic activity.33

thus, treuenfest was an accomplished author during his lifetime, a military
historiographer with definite qualities and with an interest in the reconstruc-
tion of military history. It should come as no surprise that, as part of his vast activ-
ity of documentation and historical writing, he also focused on the past of the
second Border regiment of nãsãud. this was not accidental, if we take into
account the feats of arms of the nãsãud border guards from and the existence
of historical surveys of and in this area. In his approach, he certainly benefitted
from the major interest manifested by the military authorities in collecting
documents relating to the former border regiments and depositing them for safe-
keeping in sibiu and Vienna. Moreover, he must have been familiar with at
least some of the local historiographical works. His most significant source of
inspiration in writing the history of the nãsãud border regiment—during the
documentation period—appears to have been the manuscript written by Karl
Klein, a captain in the former nãsãud border regiment.34 We cannot exclude
the possibility that he also knew—at least in terms of the chosen approach—the
work of George Bariþiu, or other manuscripts about the history of the area. All
these assumptions are based on the statement on the qualifying sheet, which
indicated that in addition to his very good knowledge of written and spoken German,
the author spoke Hungarian quite well and was fluent in romanian.35 We should
also mention his easier access—due to his position in the military hierarchy—to
official documents held in the Austrian military archives. We might include here
the combat journals of the large units, the records and testimonies of those involved
in the military campaigns, as well as the syntheses addressed to some high decision-
making circles in the military and political Habsburg hierarchy.

In this context and based on the experience he had already gained in previ-
ous works, in 1882 the author compiled the history of the former nãsãud bor-
der regiment. the work was a landmark in the research conducted on the history
of this unit. that is why it appears as an important achievement, recorded as such
in the transylvanian press of the time. “the Knight of treuenfest approaches the
history of this regiment chronologically, from its establishment until 1881.
Both before and, especially, from 1848 until 1874, the author reproduces many
public documents as historical documents of great value and content, which could
not have become known to the public except under permission granted by the
competent military authorities,” as the press of the time noted.36

His attitude towards this work impels us to decipher the intricate twists
and turns underlying its creation. nestor Şimon suggests that treuenfest might
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have benefited, during his period of documentation in Vienna, from access to
a manuscript on the history of the nãsãud border regiment. In supporting his
hypothesis, Şimon starts by showing that upon the abolition of the border in
1851, the documents were gathered, some in sibiu, some in Vienna. As early
as 1850, based on whatever was left after the cataclysm of 1848–1849, Captain
Auditor schöttel received the order to write a history of the regiment. For this,
steps were taken to gather the necessary documentary material. evoking an older
history of the regiment, the military authorities requested the assistance of the
officers and the clergy37 in uncovering information related to it. Confirmation
came that notes or copies of the abovementioned history had been identified,
having been passed down from generation to generation, until they had reached
Şimon. such a copy was presented as a chronology of the regiment, for the
period 1762–1841. the accuracy of the data confirmed that they had been “pulled
out” of the aforementioned history of the regiment. Here Şimon hypothesizes
that if data from this copy were to be examined in correlation with the events
described by treuenfest, “we shall find not only great accuracy, but also the
same words and events strung together, as if his lordship, the Knight of treuenfest,
had had access to these very notes.”38

still, alongside some negative elements, the merits of the work were also
recognized. nestor Şimon stressed the fact that “the merit of the Knight of
treuenfest is great, for although along brief lineaments, he nonetheless uncov-
ered a significant historical timeline of the romanian second Border regiment
and the great deeds of the border guards can thus be made known to the world.”39

Adopting and critically developing the assessments of the time, we may
present in what follows some of the essential features of treuenfest’s work.
First, we notice that the author was an excellent staff officer; this is clear from
the manner in which he compiled his work, with descriptions of large units, their
deployment and assembly, but also with details related to small units, down to
platoon or group size, or with references to individual acts of heroism. this
creates the impression of a very good strategist who “moves,” on a hypotheti-
cal map, armies, units, subunits and large masses of people. treuenfest’s work
falls in line with writings devoted to the glorious history of the Habsburg dynasty,
in which the army played a key role. the army is presented as the glue that
held together the component parts of the monarchy; here, the myth of the emper-
or runs its full course. the author produces a history, above all, of the military
elites; the great commanders of armies are those at the forefront, those who devel-
op strategies, lead large units into battle and provide assurance to the emperor
of the success of their military undertakings. through the involvement of the mil-
itary, the monarchy was presented as the main actor in the life of the european
continent, as one of the forces that had shaped its history. On account of his entire



work, including the text analyzed here, the author can be considered—without
fear of being wrong—a committed historian of the Court, devoted to glorify-
ing the greatness of the Habsburg dynasty and the important role of the army.

still, the work represents an important achievement for the history of the
second Border regiment of nãsãud. Its content can be interpreted in a dual man-
ner. On the one hand, it introduces the regiment within the greater history of the
monarchy, as the regiment that participated in its wars and “wrote” the history
of the monarchy, through the sacrifice of thousands of soldiers who died on
the battlefields, along with those from other important military units. On the
other hand, it does not provide significant details and overlooks many important
moments—we should mention here the events of the winter-spring of 1848–1849,
which are not recorded—from the regiment’s participation in military con-
flicts. the author therefore presents only the importance of the military aspect in
the regiment’s existence, without mentioning at all its impact on the civilian pop-
ulation, which remained outside the conflicts, but was rather strongly affected by
this system.

I n COnClUsIOn, the two German authors performed valuable synthetic
overviews of the military history of the border regiment of nãsãud, set-
ting the events related to this regiment against the background of the gen-

eral political and military history of the Austrian monarchy and even of europe.
they did not intend to use the history of the regiment for any political or admin-
istrative purpose, as porcius or Şimon did, but some descriptions, especially those
in Klein’s work, provided sufficient examples that the romanian political lead-
ers adopted in their vindictive action in favor of the transylvanian romanians.

Karl Klein’s work offers rich and varied information, which completes and
nuances the aspects already covered in several published works, providing syn-
thetic overviews or special studies dedicated to the nãsãud regiment. Moreover,
some information in his manuscript is almost identical to that present in the work
of Gustav ritter Amon von treuenfest. naturally, one wonders how it was
possible for such visions and expressions to sometimes reach a full overlap between
the two authors, who supposedly worked individually and independently. those
who are familiar with treuenfest’s book would have to admit that he was a knowl-
edgeable military historian, who also wrote other specialist works. In the syn-
thesis treuenfest dedicated to the history of the nãsãud border regiment, one
can notice a good framing of the events dealt with in the overall political and mil-
itary history of the Austrian monarchy and even of europe, a depth of analysis
and extensive knowledge that are not always found in Klein’s manuscript, more
modest in terms of its dimensions. And yet, faced with this evidence, we can-
not but hypothesize that when he published his book in Vienna in 1882, treuenfest
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had consulted or at least partially used Karl Klein’s manuscript, which the lat-
ter had completed on 16 February 1867. therefore, we believe that treuenfest’s
use of Klein’s work as a whole or of parts thereof, or the failure to indicate the
sources that he resorted to shows that the Austrian historian appreciated the qual-
ity of the information as well as the manner in which Captain Karl Klein had
approached the issue of the nãsãud border regiment.

q
(Translated by CaRMeN-VeRoNICa BoRBély)
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Abstract
Two Historiographical Perspectives, one Historical reality: 
the Nãsãud military Border

the authors investigate the perspectives adopted by two romanian (Florian porcius, nestor Şimon)
and two German authors (Karl Klein, Gustav ritter Amon von treuenfest), who explored vari-
ous aspects pertaining to the nãsãud military border. In terms of their accomplishments, the
two romanian historians provided an attitude model that was consistent with the realities of the
periods in which they lived and wrote, showing, at the same time, that the romanian society which
had been the beneficiary of the border guard system was an equal partner in dialogue with those
who had proposed and organized it. this attitude model had been beneficial for the government
and the governed alike. the two German authors performed valuable synthetic overviews of the
military history of the nãsãud border regiment, setting the events related to this regiment against
the background of the general political and military history of the Austrian monarchy and even
of europe. they did not intend to use the history of the regiment for any political or administrative
purpose, but some descriptions provided sufficient examples that the romanian political leaders
adopted in their vindictive action in favor of the transylvanian romanians.
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